Advert ID: HT0357698

Brenderup Baron HB

$ 6,000

Beckley, West Virginia

Private

·

Horse Trailers

·

3042379216

2004

·

Brenderup Baron HP

·

Bumper Pull

FOR SALE 2004 Brenderup Baron HB .The Baron models were top of the line in Brenderup trailers
and this trailer has it all . Lightly used , in great condition. Aerodynamic design and light tongue
weight allow towing with fuel efficient small truck or SUV. Inertia Brakes on all 4 wheels so no
expensive brake controller required for tow vehicle. Rear load stabilizers for stability while empty or
for practicing loading without hitching to vehicle. Safety was a prime concern at Brenderup amp the
Baron One reflects that Galvanized steel frame. Strong, solid phenolic walls amp are insulating
against heat amp cold. Smooth riding torsion axles for horses comfort. Upgraded tires, including full
size spare. Interior light. Large tinted front window. Tinted, adjustable side ventilation windows.
Loading ramp has easy lift hydraulic assist operate with one hand Rear storm panel door can be left
up or down. Fiber glass, Rubber sealed floor with drainage amp additional shock absorbing rubber
mat. Bright, open inviting interior. Huge, oversized 51 quot wide stall, ample front head room amp
height accommodates up to 18H. Adjustable height chest amp butt bars for safely hauling pony or
horse. Butt bar has fast action latch for quick closure. Extra wide groom door makes entering or
loading tack area easy. Tack area has saddle racks, bridle hook, tack hooks, saddle pad blanket bar,
storage shelf. Title in hand. Cash or guaranteed funds only. Brenderup s minimum requirements for
the tow vehicle At least 120 horsepower Wheelbase of at least 93.5 inches Loaded tongue weight of
approx. 170 lbs. Specifications Trailer Weight 1700 lbs Gross Weight 3400 lbs Trailer Length 15 7
Trailer Width 6 Trailer Height 9 2
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